"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" Nothing like browsing through a good book the night before the test, providing it isn't the text. Escape, that's what the professor called it. Now, if they could only teach the professors to write as interestingly as this guy, the O.U. Campus would be overrun.

Sudden Fear

As finals near, students have been known to use every weapon at their disposal to get satisfactory marks. Here are examples of methods employed to reach happy conclusion.

'GREAT EXPECTATIONS.' Never hurt a student to ask the professor out to dinner before final grades are recorded. Wonders can be worked.
"Trouble Along The Way." Don't want to rush into those tests and get lathered into a frenzy where you can't think. Relaxation is the ticket.

"Keys To The Kingdom." A coed's best friend is her hair pin when procuring prof's test.

"Of Human Bondage." There is always the student who ruins everybody's good time by resorting to his studies. Such students make classroom survival a nervous series of rationalized risks for . . . "The Informer." These comrades rely upon concealment of communications and the good neighborhood policy to aid them in their search for educational betterment.